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Abstract 
Chinese Pure Land Buddhism has often been portrayed as a mostly practical, or devotional, 
Buddhist tradition that is relatively less concerned with doctrinal and philosophical issues. In 
my talk, I would like to point out a somewhat overlooked case in which Pure Land practice and 
devotion inspired fairly sophisticated ideas that may deserve more attention, perhaps not only 
from scholars of Buddhism. Namely, I will examine the ways in which late imperial Chinese 
Buddhists attempted to justify the idea of rebirth in Amitābha’s Western Pure Land in the light 
of beliefs considered as more universal, and supposedly more rational. Needless to say, the 
standards of rationality which they assumed were not the same as those of the modern age. 
What exactly those standards were, however, is a problematic question that requires 
considering the larger intellectual background behind the Pure Land practices: the tradition of 
Pure Land apologetics, the complex intersections between Pure Land and Chan, the hegemony 
of Neo-Confucian thought, and the Chinese reception of Buddhist epistemology and logic. 
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